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 Abstract 

     In some religions, sacred arts is the art of calligraphy Like religions, Islam and Judaism have common 

religious roots Since nature is both monotheism And due to their sacred art of calligraphy is the only 

monotheistic Only calligraphy writing of the Torah and the Qur'an  deserve to know Hebrew calligraphy 

writing letters to create beautiful Jewish And traditional Jewish scribes to write the Torah choose this art 

mounts And because it is sacred component of sacred Hebrew letters And to write verses in the Torah are 

strict rules Jewish mystics believe that the Hebrew letters scribes and divine nature And directly from the 

(Elohim) was sent And document scrolls of 10 commandments of Moses Which was written with Hebrew 

letters Also mentioned in the Quran (everything written on two tables) And the term (written) is exactly in 

the Qur'an. 

There are secrets in Hebrew letters And the mysteries of Hebrew letters in the Torah and Jewish sages can 

just figure it out Hebrew letters in the wisdom of the previously mentioned concepts of supernatural 

secrets And Zohar book was written about the wisdom of Kabbala The book was said to relieve the 

mysteries of God's name in Hebrew letters should be understood To understand God's name should be 

self-starting, and the light was meditating on God The secret is in its essence is God and only God can be 

described with words And Torah are not just words and expressions are the incarnation of divine wisdom 

And divine wisdom in the Old Testament as the Hebrew alphabet is gathered. 

The Kabalyst of (God's word) mystical value And Hebrew letters associated with the numbers And if a 

password is known letters and numbers can be captured and the world became aware of the divine 

mystery  Reading the book of Genesis is one of the Jewish religion The book mentioned: the whole world 

was made with the Hebrew alphabet Jewish prayers and words of Torah should be read carefully Because 

the Hebrew alphabet has a special power and spiritual relationship with the power of Hebrew letters can 

be found around the world. 

Jewish scholars believe that knowledge is God's creation alphabet And the whole world was written 

words of God His first word was a bright spot And this was a ray of light in the mind of God and God's 

will and God's will be converted into light And this same light (the first word) at the thought of God And 

a ray of light as the first word of the 10 Word is that God created the universe Kabalyst believe: the 

Torah, divine laws of the Torah inner meaning and key figure in the science of letters and numbers More 
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about the sacred texts of the Bible is the Word of God And one of the main reasons for the sanctity of the 

Torah is the Hebrew alphabet theme of the Word of God. 

Hebrew alphabet is a symbol of Jewish national identity And spiritual writers for writing the Torah were 

trained and had strict rules As part of the book (Travel Yasyra) stated: there are 32 hidden way in the 

divine wisdom which God created the world That (10 SEPHIROT) say SEPHIROT of divine names are 

added to the 22 Hebrew letters This book was written in Hebrew letters of the alphabet was divine And 

the God of creation wrote the story and all the world was summarized in God And a universe of (none) 

was made (none) one of the divine names (none) is the key point and the starting point is God's creation 

The Torah is the first word was said about it: when was the will of God, God appeared as the first word 

And the first word is converted into light, and this light as the Spirit gave life to creatures Also mentioned 

in the Book of Zohar: When God wanted to create the universe and its light shining divine wisdom 

became the first word And then the Torah was written (Word of God) with the word (being) in Islamic 

Sufism is And means (done) is the first point or the light of God was made all the words and letters to 

create words And the divine are the first letters of the divine origin of language And all 10 unique effects 

Nero and the female and male universe made  

Jewish mystics believe that the male and female forms (SEPHIROT) and the nature of God and the 

Divine Names were built And the inner meaning of the (pen - tablet) - (intellect - spirit) is in Islamic 

mysticism. 

The goal is to reach God Hebrew calligraphy And who can understand 10 SEPHIROT man to the highest 

office of the Perfect Man (Adam Qdmvn) is At this time, the light of God and (Shekhinah) appeared to 

him and Shekhinā light is the light of God's mercy And by the light of divine knowledge to build God's 

mercy To humans as divine writing writes. 

Jewish scribes say mystical meanings of the Hebrew alphabet was made on the basis of theology And the 

writing of the Hebrew alphabet, such as the embodiment of the light mercy And Shekhinah is a revelation 

of God and the angel of light (Mttrvn) is There is a great spirit of God in the words of the Torah and the 

Christian Logos - the word (Allah) is Islam For traditional Jewish scribes Hebrew calligraphy is a 

reflection of God And symbolically light angel (Myttrvn) can shed Jewish scribe of divine scribe writes 

such beautiful art programming for inner sanctity is attached Fathers were written in the book of advice: 

One of the things that make God on the sixth day (Alphabetically - writing - tablets of stone) was. 

 

Key word: Jewish calligraphy art, Hebrew letters, The sacred Hebrew letters 

 

Introduction 

Subject (Word of God) is the main issue of the sanctity of religious calligraphy And very important to the 

Jewish religion And the first Jewish spiritual writers have always tried to maintain the Hebrew alphabet A 

religion that no art form worthy journals did not know the Word of God Jewish religion Because the 

image is forbidden in Judaism was hardly But the Hebrew alphabet was sacred to them And due to the 

transfer of the Torah was true spiritual message Prove that the sacred Hebrew calligraphy Must identify 

items sacred Hebrew letters And the best way to compare the sacred Hebrew calligraphy Islamic 

calligraphy Because religions are Islam and monotheism Jewish origin And the nature of Islam and 

Judaism is religious art What is the sanctity of Islam and Judaism religious calligraphy Subject (recitation 
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of verses in the Torah and the Koran - Consolidated content of the Word of God) is That must be 

preserved  And Hebrew calligraphy and Islamic art there is such similarity: the sanctity of Islamic and 

Hebrew letters - written by God - light and spirit ... Muslim and Jewish mystics define and document each 

book of the Torah and the Koran Both religion and Islam are trying to cause the sanctity of the Jewish 

alphabet inner meanings of verses from sacred texts found And Calligraphy Sacred report. 

This article is a summary of the sanctity of Jewish calligraphy and senior author of the thesis were taken 

Master's Thesis (Calligraphy Sacred Art of religions) And in this article using the above items due to the 

inherent sacredness of Hebrew calligraphy is explained. 

 

Theoretical basis of research 

Foundations investigations in this article includes comments philosophical wisdom is art And its principle 

is related to the Word of God Because the Word of God is the source of sacred art and theoretical 

foundations of sacred calligraphy refers to the sacred word That's why my research on the creation of the 

universe by the word of God, I get to a common outcome And the common result is that all recognize 

religious art God made everything with letters And only the letters are different but have the same origin. 

Research Background 

This article is part of the thesis is senior author of the article was an issue where the sanctity of Jewish 

calligraphy art Prior to this paper about the origin of religions and sacred calligraphy study was not 

Finding the aim of the thesis was the sanctity of religious calligraphy In this paper aims to identify the 

cause of the sacred Hebrew calligraphy. 

Research methodology 

All analytical methodology - comparison between Islamic and Hebrew calligraphy And using 

philosophical ideas and philosophy of art are some of the reasons described sacred Hebrew letters. 

Research tools 

For the purpose of some used items such as calligraphy (writing - letters) As well as the issue of sacred 

Jewish texts I studied theology Because the subject of the Word of God is the basis of religious art And 

the Jewish religion like other religions believes that everything in the universe was made of the Word of 

God And writing letters of the alphabet made divine I compared all the information together for data 

analysis and the semantic content of the information was important Because the discussions are all taken 

from the words of philosophers and scientists, religious art. 

The Analysis of Data 

In this article, I came to the common point between the Jewish and Islamic calligraphy art is very similar 

And due to the common origin of religion And both religions are monotheistic and calligraphy art worthy 

incarnation of the Word of God only knows And are strictly forbidden Illustrations Hebrew calligraphy 

and abstract art of Islam is very special And even from the point of view of the letters of the alphabet in a 

higher level of Islam Because the Hebrew letters are much more abstract Islamic letters And its nature is 

very monotheistic And any resemblance to natural forms of letters. 
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Calligraphic Hebrew, sacred art Judaism 

       Calligraphy is one of the traditional arts  And some religions to teach religious message used it 

Because this art is the nature of monotheistic religions and some used it as a religious art One of these 

Judaism and Islam  Unity is the essence of the Jewish faith and the essence of art is sacred Hebrew 

calligraphy  Because the essence of the Torah is Hebrew calligraphy and origin of the letters in the Torah 

is the Jewish writers. 

Jewish sacred hymns and sacred Torah is read to them  And write the words of the Torah and read it is 

important  Jewish religious thinkers believe everyone deserves write the Torah because the Torah words 

from the letters of the Hebrew Bible is made and the letters of God. 

As a result sanctity attached to write the Torah and Hebrew calligraphy They believe in the words of the 

Torah and Hebrew letters of God's holy light there and the light returns. 

More mystic art gym and symbolic interpretations of myths are sacred calligraphy  Because most art 

historians do not know the origin of calligraphy and letters and legends attributed to its invention  But if 

you search without prejudice to the root of the invention is a divine letters  For the first time the letters 

were religious Clergymen   They used to write the sacred texts of the letters and the letters used to be 

temples  Clergymen and did not know reading and writing  But religions, Islam and Judaism from the 

beginning to write and read, and its importance among religious teachings. 

The Quran has talked of the importance of reading and writing and Verse ( noon  val qalam)  about the 

sanctity of writing and reading said About the letters of the Torah and the Bible is taught Torah But the 

main reason for the sacredness of God's Holy Word Calligraphy religious texts  Because this art was 

created for God's word  The main task of conveying the divine message was and calligraphy art 

Furthermore, this art does not substantiality of what is built and  what it is monotheistic  And religions 

such as Islam and Judaism have common religious origins of calligraphy as a symbol of their own 

religious art Hebrew letters for them as a symbol of the Jewish faith and identity. 

To learn Hebrew calligraphy art should understand the nature of the Jewish religion Because of the sacred 

nature of calligraphy Hebrew Torah depends on the subject of God's word  Judaism believes God's word 

is supreme concept (word) and to God's words. 

All the sacred Hebrew calligraphy art to depend on God's word Because Jewish art scholars believe that 

the Hebrew calligraphy art is the only art that can be written without distorting the divine message of the 

Torah and Hebrew letters sent from God  If we correctly understand the cause of the sacred Hebrew 

letters should Kabbalistic wisdom to know  Because all the divine mysteries in the wisdom of the sacred 

Hebrew letters have been previously described  In Kabbalistic wisdom about God's creation of the world 

and was said and believes that all creatures in the universe were of Hebrew letters  And origin of the 

letters in the language of the divine  Kabbalist called the Book of Wisdom (Zohar) is  This book in the 

13th century and was written in Aramaic in Spain In this book, the Holy Bible were interpreted And 

author of the Zohar believes » God's nature is infinite and can  not talk about the nature of God, but we 
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can see God's divine light and refinement of mind and spirit«  (kaviani, 1993: 91) Kabbalistic word is 

Hebrew and means (to accept) is According to Kabbalistic wisdom: God is hidden in nature and we can 

not find him so we just have to remember the words of God And Torah are not just words but the sense of 

God's immanence And the wisdom of God as the Torah is the Hebrew alphabet According to Kabbalistic 

wisdom in Hebrew and Hebrew letters are not just for talking and writing  But they are very powerful and 

they can change the world is the spiritual essence The (Word), and the word of God on the mystical value 

and numbers were taken from the letters and their amazing energy And with the power of letters and 

numbers can be connected to the world and planets  As well as any (words) with any (number) is 

encrypted numbers to be discovered and if the relationship can be found between words  They believe 

that if a password has been discovered Hebrew letters and numbers can be predicted future For this 

reason, the Jewish mystics of letters and symbols made to reach a supernatural power  .  

Knowledge coincides with the teachings of the Torah was studied Hebrew letters And to pronounce the 

name of God, the Word (Jehovah) used and respected  The word (Jehovah ) was made from 4 letters like 

the word (Allah) in the name of Islam and its meaning is very important and sacred nature of God's word 

The word (Allah) in the Quran with the word (Elohim) is in the Torah and the nature of tawhid 

(Monotheism) There are different names for God in the Jewish religion, but they believe in God's name 

should not be very easy because it is a holy language They believe that God's name written in Hebrew 

letters, and these letters speak with divine power and can influence the environment  The goal of creation 

just to reach the Divine Being one of the ways of understanding God's Name Even in one of the 

commandments of the Torah (10
th

 commandment) said: Do not utter the name of God in vain  Jews were 

told in the book of Genesis: the whole world and the creatures were created with the Hebrew alphabet  

And the correct pronunciation of the holy name (Jehovah) different effects on people's fate Worship of 

the divine words of Torah Judaism so you should carefully read and focus to be confused Kabbalistic 

wisdom says the Word of God in Hebrew letters, and each letter has a special power  And to understand 

the Word of God must understand the purpose of creation of the universe Because the relationship 

between nature and humans are divine, and this is like the sun and the rays can be traced to its origin 

After his men to return to the light of God must begin to come to know God  In the book (Genesis) said: 

God created heaven and earth and God said in the beginning there was light .... light ... And God saw that 

the light was good(  Genesis ,  1:1-4 )Theology way of understanding God's name starts  As a result of 

this type of thinking about the science of letters and numbers grew in wisdom Kabbala  And thinkers 

could Kabbalistic knowledge (Symya) become familiar  Symya science theorists believed that anyone 

could understand God's great name can be surrounded with letters and numbers on everything  » (Science 

Symya) knowledge of the mysteries of letters and thinkers believe in them are 4 natural nature were made 

up of letters  And when he had mastered the letters after letters divine power  If the power can help with 

the organization changed the world« (khayavi, 2000:112) Solomon also sang in prayer» God of your 

fathers, the God of mercy, you who created the world with words« ( mason,   2006: 160) Jewish scholars 

believe that all of God's creation is the same alphabet And all truth is God's creation, just the truth »And 

the whole universe was created by the word of God  All are from (nothing) was built, and the presence of 

God as God shed His will be the first point  God created the first light illuminated by the light of the 

creation of the universe began…. Zohar book was mentioned in the will of God when God will shine like 

a light in the darkness, then was told the first word and the word was God thinking  And the knowledge of 
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God's creation alphabet« ( shankaee,  2002:197-198) In fact, the primary manifestation of God's light as it 

was the first word and the word was written Torah Light is a symbol of the nature of God and the wisdom 

mentioned previously in Genesis come a time when God wills Bright light appeared and made the point 

that marks the beginning of the creation of the first And from this point the word of God by which the 

universe was formed 10 words The 10 names of God are the same word which God created creature  And 

they (SEPHIROT) say. 

Scientists think the wisdom of Kabbala and Jewish religion Hebrew language and Hebrew alphabet are 

equal As a result, the Torah is the inner meaning and inner meaning of the word Torah in Hebrew 

alphabet » Ibn Arabic believed God created the heaven and the Torah wrote« (Ibn Arabic,  2002:88) It 

was written in the Quran Jews any advice and counsel wrote the 10 commandments (Qur'an Sura Araf 

:145) And the word (writing) exactly in this verse the Qur'an  .  

The science of letters and numbers as keys to discovering the laws of the Torah is divine And the Jews 

learned this knowledge from their ancestors When they lived in Babylon and Egypt  Later this knowledge 

was built and Abjad and  Abjad is the Hebrew letters Science of letters and numbers supernatural 

characteristics and can be associated with letters Jewish priests because of the supernatural power of 

God's name in Hebrew letters were trying to pronounce temples » All esoteric Jewish mysticism and 

grandeur and magnificence of God's cause And only Jewish religious scientists can encode it with the 

Hebrew alphabet was created heaven and earth to know  And if a strange power and reveal the secret of 

the Hebrew alphabet can be made a world «  ( estain saltz ,  2004:382) In most parts of the Bible about 

the sanctity of the Word, and the Word of God has said, For example, the book says (Ben Syrakh) God 

created the universe by the word of God, and this belief led to the sacred Hebrew alphabet Because 

traditional Jewish artists believed in Hebrew letters is the Absolute God and God is the origin of the 

Hebrew alphabet Hebrew alphabet is a symbol of the Jewish people and the Jewish scholars maintenance 

tasks itemized Torah»  According to the Talmud Torah if one letter added or subtracted from the whole 

world will be destroyed« ( gaver, 1997: 116) As a result, Jewish writers were expert to write Torah scrolls 

carefully They had strict rules for the Torah calligraphy For example, a calligrapher to copy the content 

from the original Torah  The author of the law of God must be cleansed and focus to be able to write the 

name of God In the book (Shvlhan Arvkh) Volume 1 Hebrew calligraphy rules explained For example, 

the letters must be attached should be written on kosher animal skin Should special ink and line length 

should not exceed 30 characters or less The author should remove the name of God must sanctify God's 

name should be touching all the tools writing  .  

According to the authors of the Torah is the book of divine secrets tank Also (Abvalafyh) 13
th

 century 

mystic thought: Absolute Hebrew letters of the Hebrew alphabet and can be served His famous book 

(wisdom and symbols) is » He believed that each of the Hebrew letters with a member of the human 

body, so we have to be careful replacement of letters« (gaver,  1997: 236) In the book said: It is 

associated with the Jewish mystical thought and the first book on Jewish theology has 32 secret path As 

part of the book God created the world with God's 10 names and to say that 10 SEPHIROT with 22 letters 

of the Hebrew alphabet are all called by God . 
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In accordance with the theory of Muslim mystics were told The point was made alphabet and letter (A-  آ-)

the first letter of the alphabet and all the letters of the divine breath were built And if the inner meaning 

(point - word - the word of God) recognize the need to understand its essence However, the similarities 

between Islam and Judaism is thought that both sacred alphabet And God made the alphabet of letters 

God wrote the first story of the divine creation of the universe with letters And the first copies of the 

Book of God, man and the universe The idea is to get people to divine truth is religious art And all men 

shall reach the divine teachings As a result, any religion to teach the art manufacturing divine commands  

Christian art and paintings such as the portrait of church uses  And Islam the mosque and Islamic 

calligraphy uses  And in the Hindu religion sculpture and architecture, temples and sacred dance and 

traditional music and Tao Chinese painting and calligraphy art and religion is divine And at the end of the 

Jewish faith knows that only art holy book of the Hebrew alphabet  Because the art has only seen 

monotheism   .  

Jewish scholars believe that God is a divine science and spirit God gave you that (God) say All Jewish 

religious thinking was based on the two holy name (Jehovah - Elohim) Because they believe that God 

created the universe with these two names  And everything in the universe is the manifestation of divine 

light And all the world is only in God  And the power of God made everything and making the point (no) 

began And Jewish (no points) say: La finite – ( in -  soof(. 

(None) is encrypted and the origin of the universe is like a point and a point for the initial creation of the 

universe and the first word of the Torah with this (point) began As the will of God (the first word) 

appeared to be God's message And because the commandment to light after the light God gave the world 

soul In the book (Genesis) was told : God said be done, and the world was made and that the Spirit of 

God lives  .  

In the book of Torah (Shekhinah) named In the book (Zohar) said: When God wanted to create the 

universe out of the darkness was God's divine wisdom of the wisdom of God shining light And the first 

point that (first word) wrote the Torah, the Bible said And the first word by word Islamic theology (being 

 is similar And the inner meaning is both The rest of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet was created  کن   )–

and a ray of light  The 10 letters of God's light effects and creatures with two forms of females and the 

built  Both the male and female form divine names and they (SEPHIROT) say  And (divine wisdom - 

divine spirit) and (pen writing and Divine Decrees) are equal in Islam  In fact, (mind and spirit) with the 

help of SEPHIROT and the world is built in several stages In Jewish thought God said crown over the 

letters (A), he said it (I - you are unique and the Torah) The first word was with God and the Word of 

God's creation first God (bershit) said, Word (bershit) with (first point) the meaning and origin of the 

cosmos, the First word of the Bible is the word that the world was built 10 and The 10 big names of God's 

word and God's name is the essence of equal And the letter (Samkh) cloud in the form of a circle is a 

symbol of Its Global Monitor. 

In the book (Travel Ysyra) about the inner meanings of the Hebrew alphabet is explained As well as to 

achieve self-realization of God should be God's name, and if it can be understood 3 SEPHIROT So 

humane  can order (monotheism) and the divine point reached  And this time all the attributes and names 

of God is in the collection  And that anyone can reach this level should correctly understand the Divine 
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Names Jewish scholars believe this is an excellent stage for one of the Perfect Man or (Adam Qdmvn) is 

reached At this stage, one has to recognize that its 10 SEPHIROT (Shekhinah) say Shekhinah is 

synonymous with the light of God and the divine spirit in Jewish thinking to say. 

Shekhinā with the light on Islamic thought is the attribute of God is merciful and forgiving Shekhinā for 

the invisible God, the Spirit says to the inner meaning of it (the pen) is Jewish scribes say God is written 

with Hebrew letters correspond men  And inner meanings of the Hebrew alphabet is based on theology  

And the manifestation of the Divine Names were built and 10 After writing the Hebrew alphabet as 

embodying the light of God  Shekhinah is also a revelation of the Divine Light (Myttrvn) gives 

expression This same spirit is God's divine wisdom and with great spirit  The first thing God created the 

soul and intellect of the divine pen was built and pen of divine wisdom and the spirit (Shekhinah) is. 

In the Bible, the Torah, the divine soul, and with Logos Christian - (word of God) Islamic - like esoteric  

Hindu spirit is Prusha and pen is related to( Symya)  and in the science of Hebrew letters are concerned 

with the universe  Hebrew calligraphy writing as a symbolic reflection of God as an angel of light 

(Mttrvn) show At this stage, such as Hebrew calligraphy divine scribe knew all the words to the first copy 

of the book and for that sanctity is attached»  In his book about the verses in the Torah admonishes 

fathers said one of the things that God created on the evening of the sixth building alphabet - writing - 

tablets of stone« (amuot, ;2004: 49) According to traditional Jewish Torah scribes heir to the divine light 

and made the whole world of the Hebrew alphabet became the world if God's name can be captured 

properly understood. 

At the end of supervisor and counselor Excellency Mr. doctor Bolkhari doctor Naeemaei  to adjust my 

senior thesis (Sacred Art Calligraphy from the perspective of religions) thank. 

Conclusion 

      Light of God is manifested in the fourth stage and the last stage of the kingdom say  And the stage for 

the mystical Hebrew Calligraphy Because they believe that at this time the light (Shekhinah) will flow  

And this light is the divine revelation Jewish scribes to be able to reach Hebrew calligraphy  Try to obey 

Jewish laws to be divine truth And the same divine reality that man is God himself Jewish mystics (the 

Shekhinah) say God is present in all existence and the universe, and the first sign was the presence of God 

as the first point That the divine - the first word - say the creation of the first light  To help people in 

authority (Adam Qdmvn) reach  .  

God commands the Jewish Hebrew alphabet is used for writing calligraphy  And traditional Jewish 

scribes practice of self and God is reaching And (Shekhinah) Great Spirit of God and the angel Torah 

Jewish scribe to write a Torah words must be clean and pray and pray His goal is to achieve eternal origin 

Which is done with writing the Hebrew alphabet In the past, when the Jewish religious Clergymen wrote 

the Torah as God's reach As a result, they have tried to practices that God created the human form To be 

aware of the secret of existence and spiritual travel 4 times Hebrew calligraphy ceremony there were four 

consecutive times And in this time of spiritual truth was being revealed to them At the moment of writing 

the words of the Torah scribe and mystical mode and the illumination level was His pen-like stylus to 

write the Torah used to be divine  And at this stage of the book of the material world and the world of the 
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kingdom was passed to the consumer (Shekhinah) to enter the kingdom of God The ultimate goal of 

mankind Hebrew Calligraphy Art of the Perfect Man or Adam Qdmvn that only begins with self-

awareness Hebrew calligraphy is the art of Islamic calligraphy art And both are sacred and are a source of 

monotheism. 
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